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Our 2016 ride season has recently exceeded all expectations … 

First, our rides co-ordinator, Steve, was – deservedly – highly commended at the LCC 

awards.   

Second, he and his crack team of marshals, led a highly successful local ride from the 1966 

World Cup statue at the Boleyn to the West Ham game against Sunderland on 22 October. 

This was a first trial joint venture with the Bike from Boleyn Campaign whose purpose is to 

maintain the links between the locality where West Ham used to play and the new stadium.  

It attracted seven Councillors and Stephen Timms MP, and some excellent publicity for the 

potential of the Greenway as a cycle route, currently undergoing significant improvement. 

These pictures show the marshalling team the destination. 

 

We have already pencilled in the Everton game on 22 April 2017 for similar, but bigger, 

event. 

Third, this was followed by a ride around most of the 20 breweries with an E post code (+one 

other) on 5 November, although time only permitted three tasting stops.  This was our first all 

ticket event, and thanks to some genuine and deeply researched learning from Bill was a 

marvellous education as well as an interesting ride.  So engrossing that we forgot both the 

beer and our bikes for the group photo!  



 

Our Christmas lights ride is scheduled for 10 December. 

In the meantime, we have not forgotten infrastructure … 

In fact there have been a host of consultations, reflecting significant activity, largely good but 

some bad: 

 The Stratford Gryratory plans have now gone out to public consultation.  If 

implemented the plan will represent a significant improvement to the cycling 

environment.  We have been closely concerned in the development of these plans 

 More disappointing are the plans for environmental improvements around Forest 

Gate Station.  We have had to oppose these as the 20 mph zone, incomprehensibly, 

did not extend between Osborne Rd and the Romford Rd, or from Brooking Close to 

the proposed cycle Quietway at Capel Rd, and only a short way down Field Rd 

(which already has traffic calming measures.). 

 We have made suggestions for the proposed crossing of Westfield Avenue.  

 The Controlled Parking Zone has been installed along Capel Rd and adjacent 

streets, including some areas of double yellow lines as we suggested.  This should 

help improve the environment of the Quietway. 

 We have opposed a Quietway crossing of Leytonstone Rd as below the standards 

expected by LCC for Quietways or even LDCS norms.  

 We are responding to alterations in the one-way system applicable to Halley Rd, 

Sherrard Rd and Berkeley Rds in Manor Park 

 We have not objected to pedestrian crossings over CS2 in Stratford High Street 

 We have supported traffic calming measures in Forest Drive and Station Rd, Manor 

Park. 

We have regular catch up meetings with the Newham Council Sustainable Transport Officer.  

If you know of any point of cycle infrastructure which should be improved, particularly if this 

could be done without huge expense, get in touch and we can either update you on what is 

happening to if (if it is on our radar) or pick it u in this forum on your behalf.  

Our next meeting…   

Will not be taking place until the end of January due to the Christmas break. 


